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Overview of this Presentation

Target audience 

IPv6 Fundamentals

Using IPv6 on SUSE® LINUX

What's missing?
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Why IPv6?

MAKE MONEY FAST - Some people 
just love the Internet

Remember the Internet bubble?
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Investors Like Pictures
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Investor Unhappy
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Infrastructure Strains

We were quickly running out of class B networks

We're also running out of AS numbers used in BGP

BGP routing table growth is a problem, too
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Workarounds

The end of the world has been           
post-poned
• Address conservation strategies
• Private IP networks and NAT
• Classless Inter-Domain Routing (CIDR)
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IPv6 To the Rescue

IPv6 will make the birds sing

128 bit addresses, which is more than 
you'll ever want

RIRs are assigned large address blocks

Network renumbering is supposed            
 to be easy
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IPv6 Features

Just the network layer is new, transport layer 
protocols remain unchanged

New ICMPv6 with lots of new stuff

Autoconfiguration of addresses and routing

Quality of service

Some lessons learned from IPv4
• No more fragmentation by intermediate routers

• Classless addresses

• No more ARP

• No more NAT
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IPv6 Addresses

Usually 64bit network part, 64bit interface ID

On Ethernet type links, the interface ID is usually 
built from the MAC address (this format is known 
as EUI-64)
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IPv6 Addresses, cont.

Loopback address is 0:0:0:0:0:0:0:1, or ::1 for short
Global unicast addresses have prefix 2000::/3, i.e. 
they start with 2xxx or 3xxx.
Link-local prefix fe80::/10
Site-local prefix fec0::/10
Multicast addresses have prefix ff00::/8.
• There is a scope field in that address

• ff02::1 all-nodes address, link-local
• ff05::2 all-routers address, site-local

• No more magic broadcast addresses anymore
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Auto-configuration 101

Only hosts do autoconfiguration, routers don't

Autoconfiguration uses ICMPv6 and link-local addresses

First, build link-local address from prefix fe80::/10 and 
EUI-64 ID and perform duplicate address detection

Send router solicitation and receive list of prefixes

Use advertised prefixes with EUI-64 ID to build site-local 
and global addresses

No static routing tables on hosts: all routers were 
created equal. We use ICMPv6 redirects to sort out the 
mess

How to tell on-link from routed addresses?
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Auto-configuration, cont.

Autoconfiguration facilitates network 
renumbering

But tends to make DNS administration 
painful (unless you use DNS updates)

DNS has two types of IPv6 address 
records, AAAA and A6

Hosts have several addresses per default 
- great potential for creating a mess

Additional information to be gotten via 
DHCPv6
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IPv6 Privacy

EUI-64 based addresses are Big Brother's 
dream come true - HTTP cookies are for 
weenies

IPv6 privacy uses random 64-bit identifiers

Identifiers are regenerated every          
once in a while

Supported, but currently off                    
by default in SUSE LINUX
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Transition Technologies

Transition means tunneling IPv6 
packets over IPv4

Most common scenario is probably a 
local IPv6 network with an IPv4 uplink

Simplest scenario is 6to4

If you're behind someone's NAT device, 
you need magic

Teredo – rather not
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6to4 Tunnels

All hosts on local network use global IPv6 
prefix built from the gateway's IPv4 
address

Gateway encapsulates IPv6 packets in 
IPv4 and sends them to nearest 6to4 relay

There's a well-known IPv4 anycast address 
(192.88.99.1) which takes you to the 
closest relay
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6to4 Addresses

2002::/16 prefix

plus gateway's IPv4 address

plus 16 bit SLA ID

plus 64bit host ID

Subnet 1

Subnet 2

2002:C0A8:1FE:2::/64

2002:C0A8:1FE:1::/64

Router

192.168.1.254 = OxC0A801FE
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IPv6 Mobility

IPv4 mobility requires routing all packets 
through the home node

MIPv6 lets you find out the node's current 
“care of” address and talk to it directly

Horrible protocol

“Interesting” Linux implementation

But they pledged to do it right [tm]
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IPv6 Conformance

There's a test suite called TAHI

Only conformance tests, no stability tests

Constantly evolving

There's also a “IPv6 ready logo” 
certification programme



IPv6 on SUSE LINUX
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SUSE Support for IPv6

Mainline code with a couple of patches

SLES8 comes with lots of USAGI patches 
and a bunch of bugfixes

SLES9 has a few USAGI patches and a 
bunch of bugfixes

Plus a bunch of patches for better TAHI 
results

Plus the MIPv6 patches
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Host Configuration

IPv6 enabled by default

No configuration for hosts if you have 
a global IPv6 address

You can configure static addresses if 
you want

We do not support DNS updates yet
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Router Configuration

Enable IPv6 forwarding

Manually configure addresses and routes

Install radvd (Router Advertisement Daemon)

Configure your list of prefixes in radvd.conf

Make sure you get the on-link flag right

Setting up 6to4 tunnels is easy in SL9.1 and SLES9

If your external link uses dynamic address assignment, 
radvd can map the external IPv4 to a 6to4 prefix
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Miscellaneous bits

Firewalling uses IPv6 netfilter - use 
ip6tables command

SUSE LINUX has patches for IPv6 conntrack

IPSECv6 supported

In SLES8, only manual keying available 
(set_key command)

In SLES9, use racoon
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Things to be Done

Applications, applications, applications

Adding IPv6 support is mostly cook-book 
style code

Destination address selection needs work

DNS Updates

DHCPv6 integration

RPC Support
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